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Live streaming video is gaining more 
widespread use across enterprise 
organizations. Its use isn’t new. Corporations 
have been using it for well over a decade 
to broadcast live presentations – such 
as executive town halls and new product 
announcements – to employees and 
customers scattered around the globe.

As technology has made live video easier 
to capture, manage, and distribute, and as 
more enterprises use live streaming, users 
recognize it as a productivity enabler that 
makes communicating with internal and 
external audiences more efficient and 
cost effective, and they begin to use it 
more frequently and in new ways.1
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Live Streaming Video Is on the Rise
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from live streaming video, this brief outlines:
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Video has the unique ability to win the 
hearts and minds of viewers, and live 
video is even more compelling. There’s an 

allure that surrounds live video and being 
able to experience an event with others 
as it happens.

THE UNIQUE VALUE OF 
LIVE STREAMING VIDEO 
(VS. ON-DEMAND VIDEO)

BETTER BRAND 
CONNECTION  

INCREASED URGENCY  

 

LONGER VIEWING TIMES 

GREATER AUDIENCE 
INTERACTION

INCREASED SOCIAL 
SHARING

Live video enables brands to drop the corporate veil and connect with 
audiences on an authentic, human level. People are more relatable when 
they’re not reading a script or having their comments edited. While you 
want to produce a quality live video by being prepared, you should use 
that preparation as a platform for content– not a prescription – that 
allows individual personalities and unexpected moments to shine.

Live streaming creates a sense of urgency and immediacy that’s hard 
to replicate with on-demand video. Live video is breaking news. People 
want to be part of an event while it’s happening and place greater value 
on it when there’s only one chance to view it live. This allows you to 
capture viewers who might not have clicked on a video, but who don’t 
want to miss what’s happening live. Thanks to always-connected mobile 
devices and low-bandwidth video, viewers can access live events from 
wherever they happen to be.

According to ComScore2 and Facebook3, online video viewers show increased 
engagement and longer viewing times while watching live video versus on-
demand video, making it a great cross-promotion and advertising opportunity.

As a result of being more engaged during live streaming events, viewers 
tend to interact more with brands in real time by either asking questions 
or making comments via chat and social media. Having team members on 
hand to pick out the best questions to answer and comments to mention 
shows your audience that your brand is listening to them. It also allows 
you to see how viewers are reacting to different parts of the stream so 
you can learn which content works best.

Because of its fleeting nature, engaged viewers are more likely to 
urge colleagues or friends to join in on the live video experience as it 
happens, which makes for a more compelling invitation than on-demand 
content. This provides an opportunity to capture new viewers and grow 
awareness for your message.

TOP REASONS BRANDS USE LIVE VIDEO
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More than any other communications 
tool, live streaming video has the power 
to convey messages faster and more 
effectively throughout your entire 
organization. For many top enterprise 
companies, the use of live video, in 
conjunction with on-demand video, has 
become a day-to-day, critical-business 
necessity for internal communication and 
collaboration, workforce development, 
efficiency, and cost reduction. Following 
are key examples of how enterprises 
are using live streaming video to 
communicate with internal audiences.

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS 
Internal corporate communication is critical 
to disseminating information employees 
need to get things done, building 

relationships of trust and commitment, 
and maintaining corporate culture. 
Live streaming of “all-hands meetings” 
enables top executives to engage in two-
way communication with employees in 
an authentic human way while reaching 
every employee no matter where they’re 
located – at headquarters, on the road, or 
in remote locations around the globe.

INTERNAL MEETINGS 
Live video enables dispersed teams to 
collaborate and share information as if 
everyone was in the same room. It’s also 
a cost-effective way to share information 
between different teams about co-workers’ 
projects, leading to higher engagement and 
a better understanding of the “big picture.”

Live Streaming helps Dunkin’ Brands bridge the gap between 
corporate HQ and remote employees, and helps keep employees 
current with what’s happening in the company. Having Brightcove 
at the core of its video strategy for internal communications 
makes its approximately 600 field employees feel more a part 
of the community at Brand Central, and is almost as easy as 
flipping a switch.4       Read more >

USE CASES FOR LIVE 
STREAMING VIDEO TO 
INTERNAL AUDIENCES

https://www.brightcove.com/en/blog/2016/10/dunkin-brands-serving-coffee-and-video-across-country
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EMPLOYEE TRAINING   
Expecting your workforce to gain expert 
knowledge on your products and services 
through written communication is old-
school. Training through video, either 
through live streaming or on demand, 
allows you to impart large amounts of 
data quickly to hundreds or thousands 
of employees, and at a lower cost than if 
individuals needed to travel to attend in 
person. Live streaming training provides 
the added benefits of immediacy when 
critical information needs to be shared, as 
well as interactivity between instructors 
and participants.

By switching from in-person to video 
training, the IRS reduced training costs by 
83 percent and training travel costs by 87 
percent between the fiscal years of 2010 
and 2013. The cost savings of training travel 
alone was reduced by $83 million for the 
combined fiscal years of 2012 and 2013.5 

INVESTOR RELATIONS 
Investor relations teams are using live 
video to stream shareholder meetings, 
which enables more investors to 
participate and save money on travel. 
Videos are also being created as a 
companion to earnings reports to 
share results in a way that can interpret 
complex issues in a succinct form.6 

For the first time ever in 2016, Berkshire 
Hathaway CEO Warren Buffet allowed his 
company’s annual shareholder meeting, 
dubbed “Woodstock for Capitalists” to 
be live streamed. It was shown on Yahoo 
Finance. The meeting had never before 
been broadcast, and was previously only 
open to Berkshire investors. 17 million 
watched at least part of the meeting, far 
more than the total attendance in the 51 
years that Warren Buffett has been in 
charge of the company.7,8  

FRANCHISE COMMUNICATIONS 
For franchised companies, live and on-
demand video bridges the geographic 
gap between corporate staff and 
franchise owners around the world. Video 
communicates key business messages and 
complex information to geographically 
dispersed networks of franchise owners 
and field-based employees to ensure all 
franchisees implement programs and 
products consistently, maintaining the 
strong brand image and product quality.

Amount the IRS saved in 
training travel costs over a 

2-year period by switching from 
in-person to video training.

$81,000,000

INTERNAL AUDIENCES
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SALES ENABLEMENT 
Using live and on-demand video to 
provide field sales teams with immediate 
access to business intelligence when 
and how they need it, allows enterprises 
to reduce costs, increase employee 
productivity, and capture lost revenue.

Cisco estimated that every hour a sales 
engineer spent in front of a customer 
resulted in $500 of revenue for the 
company – so the goal was to maximize 
the time these individuals were in the field 
selling, which video enabled them to do.9 

Oracle has also seen benefits – to the tune 
of $10 million in cost savings – by using 
video to power their sales kickoff meeting, 

rather than investing the time and effort 
to stage an annual in-person event for its 
entire international sales force.10

HUMAN RESOURCES 
HR teams are using live video to attract 
and reduce the time it takes to recruit 
globally dispersed candidates. Once 
hired, live and on-demand video enables 
enterprises to reduce new employee on-
boarding time, and enables employees 
to quickly gain perspective on company 
culture. Video also enables HR teams to 
share information about benefits and 
compliance issues more quickly and 
efficiently across the entire enterprise. 

INTERNAL AUDIENCES
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Live streaming brings value to your brand 
by enabling you to interact with audiences 
in real-time, forge a more personal 
relationship, and grow your audience by 
giving access to consumers who wouldn’t 
have otherwise participated. It provides 
a sense of excitement for your audience. 
The live stream itself is inherently about 
community. It makes your customers feel 
included. Here are some primary use cases 
for live streaming to external audiences: 

MARKETING 
Live streaming video allows brands 
to engage with current or potential 
customers in a more human, accessible 
way. It’s ideal for behind the scenes views 
into your brand, product introductions 
and demonstrations, capturing and 
sharing live events or Q&As, and it’s a 
great way to hold live press interviews for 
media outlets around the world. 

With live streams, marketers have the 
opportunity to attain as wide an audience 
as possible while also encouraging 

engagement by simulcasting their 
stream to social media sharing sites 
like Facebook Live, YouTube Live, and 
Periscope. This allows you to reach 
audiences wherever they tend to hang 
out, and encourage them to click over to 
your brand’s owned property to further 
engage them and encourage purchasing.11 

EVENT COVERAGE 
Brands can live stream their own events, 
from fashion shows to factory tours, or 
their sponsorship or attendance at events 
hosted by others like sporting events, 
concerts, or awards shows. Streaming 
behind-the-scenes views into events and 
hosting interviews with participants are 
good ways for brands to connect with 
viewers who can comment about what 
they’d like to see, what they want to 
learn, or who they want to hear from.

USE CASES FOR LIVE 
STREAMING VIDEO TO 
EXTERNAL AUDIENCES
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CONFERENCES 
For enterprises that host their own 
conferences or trade shows, live streaming 
is an easy way to extend the keynote 
and panel sessions to larger audiences of 
prospects, customers, and partners who 
didn’t attend in person. Videos can be 
made available on-demand immediately 
afterward to further extend audience reach. 

SALES  
During the sales cycle, live streaming 
video is a useful tool that enables sales 
reps to support different conversations 
during the buyer’s decision-making 
process. It allows sales reps to pull in 
technical experts and take conversations 
to the next level by easily explaining 
complex topics. When a large number 
of stakeholders is involved in a purchase 
decision and getting them all in a room is 

difficult, it can be useful way to address 
major contract terms of your proposal. 

CUSTOMER SUPPORT 
Live streaming is ideal for interactive 
customer support. Brands can use live 
video streaming to host interactive 
“office hours” to answer customer and 
prospect questions and demonstrate 
how to use products. 

Brands can also use live video to put 
service agents in front of customers for 
face-to-face conversations. Unlike other 
live chats that don’t use video, there’s no 
delay caused by waiting for messages to 
appear, no risk of mistakes due to typos, 
and issues can be explained more easily 
verbally. Visual aids can also be used to 
demonstrate problems on both sides, with 
agents able to walk customers through 
solutions in a more convenient manner.12

EXTERNAL AUDIENCES
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Online Video Platforms (OVPs) are cloud-
based software-as-a-service (SaaS) 
platforms that allow organizations to 
store, manage, publish, and measure 
live and on-demand video. Some OVPs 
provide a turnkey solution that makes it 
easy to stream your live event with ease 

and confidence. Good OVPs will make 
you look like a live streaming hero – to 
your CEO and your audience – which is 
important because if you bungle a live 
stream, everyone knows. Below is a list 
of features to consider when evaluating 
OVPs for live streaming.

ONLINE VIDEO 
PLATFORMS MAKE LIVE 
STREAMING EASIER

Supports both internal and external  
use cases

Provides high-quality video performance, 
and captures high-definition (HD) video 
out-of-the-box

Optimizes videos to play on all devices 
(web or mobile) and operating systems

Provides features that support 
enterprise-grade, secure communications 
to employees, partners, and existing 
customers who have permission to see 
the content

Includes network optimization features that 
ensure your live stream won’t crash your 
network when large numbers of viewers 
(internal or external) are simultaneously 
streaming the event

Includes turn-key, user-friendly, and easy-
to-execute management features, enabling 
anyone to produce and share live video

Integrates with your existing content 
management system (CMS)

Supports plug-ins for interactivity, 
slide sync, transcription, chat rolls, and 
social-sharing to make your videos more 
searchable, engaging, and SEO-friendly

Includes easy-to-use templates that can 
be matched to the look and feel of your 
website and that allow you to build live 
event destinations to drive audience 
engagement at each of the 3 stages of 
the live event life cycle: i.e. Pre-event 
Promotion, Live Event Streaming, and 
Post-Event Video-on-Demand (VOD)

Supports deep video analytics that track 
engagement and actions at the individual 
viewer level and that flow to your other 
tech stack systems, enabling better 
business decisions

CHECKLIST: FEATURES TO CONSIDER WHEN EVALUATING OVPS FOR LIVE STREAMING
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Enterprises are using live streaming more frequently and in new ways to drive business 
results. It is recognized as a productivity enabler that makes communicating with 
internal and external audiences more efficient and cost-effective. Organizations looking 
to expand their use of live streaming should consider which use cases make the most 
sense for their business, and evaluate OVPs that will enable them to easily implement 
their live streaming vision.

3 Ways to Take Your Live Events to the Next Level

Live Streaming Keynotes for Marketers at Oracle’s Modern Marketing Experience

Oracle Modern Marketing Experience

Dunkin’ Brands: Serving Coffee and Video Across the Country

A Live Look at Luxury: Sotheby’s Uses Video to Open Doors to its Brand

Stream Me Up Fashion

SXSW 2016 Plans to Stream Over 60 Sessions, Powered by Brightcove

Conclusion

Additional Resources

https://www.brightcove.com/en/blog/2015/10/3-ways-take-your-live-events-next-level
https://www.brightcove.com/en/blog/2016/04/live-streaming-keynotes-marketers-oracles-modern-marketing-experience
http://modernmarketingexperience.brightcove.com/?_ga=1.253575497.1380110309.1489164858
https://www.brightcove.com/en/blog/2016/10/dunkin-brands-serving-coffee-and-video-across-country
https://www.brightcove.com/en/blog/2015/07/live-look-luxury-sothebys-uses-video-open-doors-its-brand?_ga=1.39750627.1380110309.1489164858
https://www.brightcove.com/en/blog/2015/09/stream-me-fashion?_ga=1.249005383.1380110309.1489164858
https://www.brightcove.com/en/blog/2016/03/sxsw-2016-plans-stream-over-60-sessions-powered-brightcove?_ga=1.218539353.1380110309.1489164858
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